
STEVEN & TINA GEORGEOU
63 Cannon Road
Wilton, CT 06897

November 3, 2022 

Water Pollution Control Authority 
Town Hall 
238 Danbury Road
Wilton, CT 06897

WPCA Chair Vanderslice & Board Members:

Re: MR#154, (not #153, the previous application number)  8-24 Referral - Wilton Water 
Pollution Control Authority/Baywing LLC – Sanitary sewer line extension - 19 Cannon Rd 
to Danbury Rd

Regarding the proposal under consideration to extend the sanitary sewer line from Danbury 
Road to 19 Cannon Road, we strongly object to the approval for the following reasons:

1. Safety
Since the expansion of Danbury Road, the traffic volume has increased exponentially.  Cannon 
Road has become a bypass from Danbury Road to and from Routes 57, 33, 106 and 53.  
Driving is dangerous due to the increased traffic volume over the past several years. It is no 
longer possible to walk safely on Cannon Road, as was the case in the past.

2. Traffic 
A steady stream of cars, pool water trucks, delivery trucks and gardening trucks has significantly 
impacted the safety and environment of Cannon Road.  The construction of a 70-unit apartment 
building will add hundreds of autos and service vehicles and will only make the existing situation 
far worse.  The addition of this many vehicles to a road that is narrow, winding with blind curves 
is both dangerous and detrimental to the quality of life for Cannondale residents.  Consider also 
a situation when the road is blocked by a passing train and traffic is backed up to Danbury 
Road. How accessible will Cannon Road be to emergency vehicles during peak traffic hours 
when a train is at the station?   

3. Environment 
Cannon Road already suffers from air pollution from Danbury Road and Metro North diesel 
engines.  The addition of hundreds of cars and service vehicles will further deteriorate the air 
quality in Cannondale.  In addition to air pollution, there are serious concerns about nearby 
wetlands and the Aquarion aquifer, not to mention the Norwalk River.  The prudence of bringing 
a sewer line in close proximity to this environmentally sensitive area is questionable.

4. Plan of Conservation & Development 
A development of this size dismisses the town’s POCD at many levels.  If this development 
were to be built, it would be tantamount to tearing up the POCD.  A thoughtful plan to develop 
19 Cannon Road that is scaled to the neighboring buildings and density would enhance rather 
than detract from the rural and historic nature of Cannondale emphasized in the POCD.  We  
urge the Commission to support the POCD and sound planning for Cannondale by voting 
against the proposed sewer extension.

Sincerely,
Steven & Tina Georgeou


